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Abstract 

      There exists an increasing demand for reliable, high capacity 
Underwater Acoustic Networks (UANs), as evidenced by the large volume 
of paper invested over the last decade in overcoming the difficulties 
inherent with propagation of information bearing signals through shallow 
water regions. Three key factors affect the data transfer capacity of the 
network are  transmit power, which requires a trade-off between node 
battery or power cell life expectancy and signal propagation range, 
bandwidth availability, which restricts data rate and the number of co-
existing channels, and propagation delay, which introduces communication 
latency. Application interests include oceanographic information gathering, 
environmental monitoring, drilling, offshore mining or coastal defense 
(anti-submarine and mine/counter-mine warfare). The aim of this paper is 
the development of a networking module that can cope with the adverse 
underwater communications environment and still meet all the application 
requirements. 

 
INTRODUCTION TO UWA NETWORKS 

 

      In the last two decades, underwater acoustic communications 
technology has experienced significant progress. Communication systems 
with increased bit rate and reliability now enable real time point-to-point 
links between underwater nodes such as ocean bottom sensors and 
autonomous underwater vehicles [2].  
The traditional approach for ocean-bottom is to deploy oceanographic 
sensors, record the data , and recover the instruments. This approach has 
several disadvantages: 
-  The recorded data can’t be recovered until the end of the mission, which 
can be several months. 
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- There is no interactive communication between the underwater 
instruments and the onshore user. Therefore, it’s not possible to reconfigure 
the system as interesting events occur. 
-   If the failure occurs before recovery, the acquisition may stop or all the 
data may be lost [2]. Connecting various instruments through wireless links 
within a network structure is the ideal solution for real-time monitoring of 
selected ocean areas [2]. Basic underwater networks are formed by 
establishing bidirectional acoustic communication between nodes such as 
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and fixed sensors as shown in the 
fig 1 below [2]. 
 

              
Fig 1: Nominal Underwater acoustic Network 

 
The available bandwidth of a UWA channel depends critically on 
transmission loss [6,7], which increase with both  range and frequency [6]. 
Within this limited bandwidth, the signal is subject to multipath 
propagation through a channel whose characteristics varies with time and is 
highly dependent on the location of the transmitter and receiver. In digital 
communication system, multipath propagation causes intersymbol 
interference (ISI), and an important figure of merit is multipath spread in 
terms of symbol intervals. The mechanism of multipath formation depends 
on the channel geometry and also on the frequency of transmitted signals 
[6]. 
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NETWORKS ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONS 

 
The design of an information network is commonly carried out in the form 
of a layered architecture. The first three layers of this hierarchical structure 
are the physical layer, the data link layer, and the network layer [1]. 
 
1- The physical layer: is in charge of converting the logical information 
(bits 0 and 1) into signals which are transmitted over the communication 
channel. At the receiving end, it is in charge of detecting the signal 
corrupted by noise and other channel distortions and converting it back into 
logical bits [1]. 
2- Data Link layer: in this layer the bits are often grouped into packets, 
this layer has two major functions are framing and error correction. 
Framing refers to defining a packet, which includes the information 
sequence, synchronization preambles, source, and destination addresses, 
and other control information. 
Error correction control at the data link layer is most commonly 
implemented through a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) [1]. 
3- Network Layer: it is above the data link layer. As every layer in 
network architecture does, this layer assumes perfect operation of the layer 
below it. Thus, the network layer manipulates the packets without 
questioning their correctness. Its major function is that of routing. Routing 
involves finding a path through the network and forwarding the packet(s) 
from the source to the destination along that path [1]. 

 
NETWORK MODEL 

 
The network consists of two types of nodes: 

-   Sensor Nodes: These nodes collect data using sensors, and then passed 
to the master nodes through the network and connected to masters node in 
hierarchical manner [3]. 
-   Master Nodes: Master nodes are responsible for collecting data from 
sensors nodes, and then passed to a gateway node that connects the acoustic 
network to the user on shore as shown in Fig 2 [3]. 
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Fig 2: Network consists of one master node and fifteen sensors [3]. 
 

CURRENT CHALLENGES 
 
      There exists an increasing demand for reliable, high capacity 
Underwater Acoustic Networks (UANs), as evidenced by the large volume 
of paper invested over the last decade. And there are many challenges are 
still under paper these are some of them: 
-   Limited bandwidth which restricts data rate and the number of co-
existing channels. 
-   Transmit power which requires a trade-off between node battery or 
power cell life expectancy and signal propagation range. 
- Propagation delay which introduces communication latency [5]. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
       Ad-Hoc underwater acoustic networks are generally formed by 
acoustically connected ocean-bottom sensors, underwater vehicles, and a 
surface station, which provides a link to an on-shore control centre. 
     The battery-powered network nodes limit the lifetime of UWA 
networks. In addition, shallow-water acoustic channel characteristics, such 
as low available bandwidth, highly varying multipath and large propagation 
delays, restrict the efficiency of UWA networks. 
     This research will  investigate an Ad Hoc underwater acoustic network 
which will improve the network throughput by considering the parameters 
that affect it for various models of mobility. Limited power  is  also the 
second issue of   concern in Ad Hoc underwater acoustic networks. These 
proposed contribution ideas will be evaluated through simulation, which 
will be done through Network Simulator NS2 [4]. 
The future work contribution is to develop an adaptive time module for an 
Ad-hoc underwater acoustic network that maximizes throughput and 
reliability while minimizing the power consumption. 
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